Directions to Robotics Research Centre

Address
N3-01A-01, School of Mechanical & Aerospace Engineering, NTU

Google map
https://goo.gl/maps/4r9ZixrZp332

Cuong's number
+65 9658 1475

A) By taxi
- Travelling time from airport : ~40 min
- Cost from airport : ~30 SGD (+25% between 6pm and midnight, +50% after midnight)
- Require drop off at No 1, Faculty Avenue (https://goo.gl/maps/4r9ZixrZp332). The drop-off point is inside Parking F. Call/text Cuong +65 9658 1475

B) By public transportation
- Travelling time from airport : ~100 min
- Cost from airport : ~2 SGD
- Directions:
  1. Take the green line, direction Joo Koon
  2. Alight at Pioneer station
  3. After the ticket gate, turn right and go down to street level
  4. Take NTU shuttle (also called Campus Rider)
  5. Alight at the third stop “University Health Centre”
  6. Walk to Parking F
  7. Call/text Cuong +65 9658 1475